ACROSS

1 Swiss mountains
5 Deliver by post
9 Piece together
14 Gambling game
15 Decorative needle case
16 Sound of a sneeze
17 On top
18 Doings
19 Belonging to you
20 Review
22 Ornamental stand
24 Hubbub
25 Bearing
26 African country
28 Compass point
29 April (abbr.)
32 Disturbance
33 Pulls along
35 Sign of the zodiac
36 List of highly desired guests
37 Atmosphere
38 Small talks
40 Permit
41 Courage

43 Comfortable
44 Those who make the food laws (abbr.)
45 Hard boiled food
46 Draw with crayons
47 What a mosquito bite does
49 Pole
50 Crop
53 Heat
57 Once more
58 Black
60 Deviate
61 Gathered the leaves
62 Baseball's Nolan
63 Self-esteem
64 Clothe
65 Gorgeous
66 Shrimp
AUTUMN

DOWN

1  Far away
2  Unpunctual
3  Professor (abbr.)
4  HBO mob show
5  Time of the year
6  Engrave
7  Tree seed
8  Unload from a ship
9  Recipient
10 Squirrel's dinner
11 Hoodlum
12 Cob vegetable
13 Flexible tube
21 Decrees
23 __ pong
26 Bundled hay
27 1997 Madonna movie
28 Twist the water out
29 “Remember the ___”
30 __, Paul and Mary
31 Good outlook
32 Not whole
33 Female children
34 What children attend
39 Held over tradition
42 Upper body muscles
46 Nook and __
47 Crawling vines
48 Takes care of
50 Difficult
51 Seaweed substance
52 Collect leaves
53 Cajole
54 Prego's competition
55 Take the wrinkles out
56 Saclike structures filled with fluid or diseased matter
59 Farewell
AUTUMN

Solution:

ALPS SEND PATCH
FARO ETUI ACHOO
ATOP ACTS YOURS
REFRESH EPERNGE
ADO MIEN
BENIN WBN APR
HAVOC DRAGS LEO
ALIST AIR CHATS
LET SPUNK HOMEY
FDA EGG COLOR
ITCH ROD
HARVEST CALORIC
AGAIN EBON VARY
RAKED RYAN EGOS
DRESS SEXY RUNT
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